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INVESTIGATION OF THE POSSIBLE USE OF "ARGLABIN", NEW ANTITUMOR
MEDICINE TO PREVENT ONCOLOGICAL DISEASES AFTER RADIATION

T. Shaikenov, B. Karabalin, K. Rakhimov, S. Adekenov

Research Center "MEDSTANDard"; Institute of Phitochemistry of Academy
of Sciences of the Republic of Kazakstan, Karaganda; Institute of

Radiation Security and Environment of State Nuclear Center of the Republic
of Kazakstan, Kurchatov.

Research Center "Medstandard" - is occupied with certification and standardization of
medical, chemical and cosmetic means. Institute of Phitochemistry of Academy of
Sciences - is occupied with examining phito compounds and making drugs on the base
of them. Institute of Radiation Security and Environment of State Nuclear Center - is
occupied with determining the level of pollution under radiation compounds on the
territory of the former Semipalatinsk Test Site Area (STA) and surrounded regions;
examining the consequence of previous nuclear arms tests and its liquidation; creating
effective radioprotectors and adaptogenesis.

Shaikenov Tattim Egimbaevich - Candidate of Biological Sciences; (equiv. to MA)
studies the mechanisms of action for new antineoplastic drugs of plant extraction.

Karabalin Baltabai Kuanovich - Candidate of Biological Sciences, Head of
Radiobiological research department. Worked on biochemical and environmental
adaptation of active living entities. Currently studies the effect of nuclear explosion on
biosphere, migration of radionucleuds on food change and search for more effective
radioprotectors and adaptogenesis against radiation.

Rakhimov Kairolla Duysenbaevich - Ph D, professor, oncologist, author of "Arglabin"
drug.

Adekenov Sergazy Mynzhasarovich - Ph D, member of Academy of Sciences of the
Republic of Kazakstan, chemist, author of "Arglabin" drug.

For possible collaboration with foreign colleagues the following research theme is
offered:
Research work on possibility of using a new Antineoplastic drug "Arglabin" to prevent
oncology diseases on radiation exposure and study its mechanisms of action.

Background: One of the heaviest effects of radiation exposure and its pollutants to the
environment is a growth of oncologic diseases as a sequence of breakage of genetic
body substance and transmission of Genetic load to the next generation. People of
Kazakstan are anxious of the present situation with harmful effect of remaining radiation
doses in the STAs.

In order to prevent the occurrence of oncology diseases in the areas of nuclear
testaments and its surroundings it would be advantageous to acquire the drugs to
decrease a growth of malignant neoplasm with a minimum toxicity. However, the
existing antineoplastic drugs with its abundant toxicity, used in clinic practice cannot be
activated for above-mentioned objectives.
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To prevent the risk of cancer occurrence, a new Antineoplastic drug of plant extraction
"Arglabin" is offered. It was originated from smooth wormwood (Artemisia glabella) on
chemical character - sesquiterpen gamma -lacton by Professor Adekenov. Pre-clinical
and clinical trials revealed that the given drug is less in toxicity. It was stated that the
drug is effective in treating liver cancer, lung cancer and ovary cancer.

Having conducted the experiments on cultivation of transformed and intact cells it was
confirmed that the "Arglabin" toxicity in relations to tumor cells is 50-100 times stronger
comparing to intact cells i.e. contains high selectivity of action.

To determine Arglabins mechanisms of action for tumor cells there were trials provided
that allowed to identify the effect of the new drug to prenilining cell proteins.

It was displayed that with the experiments of naphtol cleavage of alielic thioether bound
of polyprenois with protein cystein for myelom cells (Pai) that "Arglabin" may prevent
the attachment of farnesyl groups to protein cells without effecting its
geranyigeranylation. Since one of the proteins containing a farnesyl group in tumor
cells is the product of oncongene ras -p21 Ras, it was stated that the reason of
selective Antineoplastic action of the drug is there could be damage of protein
processing.

Therefore, there was discovered a new mechanism to inhibit the growth of tumor cells
through restraining the farnesilation of regulating proteins to cell division by natural
sesquiterpens.

The clinical trials have shown that the drug does not fully destroy tumor. After the
anticancer therapy tumor turns into a benign form. This phenomena is explained
through the fact that the drug destroying the growth of malignant cells leads to
dedifferentiation. The other part of it is destroyed by the body immune system that
recovers its activity after revealing immunosupression of blocking factors of tumor.

The possibility of "Arglabin" to summon dedifferentiation of tumor cells and the absence
of toxicity allows to consider this drug as a prevention of Antineoplastic diseases, i.e. as
cancer-protector for those people living in the are of higher risk.

Purpose of Research: The examination of molecular mechanisms of action for a new
phiotodrug "Arglabin" was done with the purpose of preventing the malignant tumor
occurrence for those people living on the territory of higher risk (in high radiation
locations).

Research work of the mechanisms of action for "Arglabin" drug:
• examination of the drug effectiveness to enzymes of prenilated proteins;
• examination of the drug effectiveness on functioning the oncogene products;
• examination of drug metabolism.

Research work of the possibility for using "Arglabin" to prevent oncology
diseases includes:
• establishment of experimental model of increased risk of onclogic disease on

different groups of laboratory animals using the low-dosage radiation sphere;
• examination of the drug effectiveness in oncology diseases prevention;
• determination of mechanisms and the prevention's results on cancer.
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There will be all generally accepted and new methods of utilization operated in
molecular biology, biochemistry and radiation biology.

The implementation of project is determined for 36 months. On the completion of the
project there will be a respond to the prevention possibilityof onclogic disease of
sesquiterpenal phitodrugs.

The work with foreign partners is welcomed since there should be exchange of
information and experience to implement collaborated research and discussion of
acquired results.
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